By Lynn Martel

A Very Busy

Paul Zizka

Alberta’s Athabasca Glacier, which draws more visitors

(Disappearing) Glacier
than any other glacier in North America, is disappearing right before our eyes

S

lender streams of
moonlight sneak through flannel-grey clouds floating in
an inky black sky. Inside the campground cook shelter, a
cluster of headlamps illuminates a hissing gas stove coaxing a pot of water to boil. Hushed voices are tinged with
anticipation as thermoses are filled with a gurgle.
Eight novice mountaineers are experiencing their first
alpine start.
His warm breath rising in the frosty June air, mountain
guide Mark Klassen runs through a last-minute gear check:
helmets, crampons, ice axes, toque, gloves, sunscreen, warm
layers, lunch, drinks. A 10-minute drive later, at 3:38 a.m.,
the group begins hiking up the spine of a rubbly moraine
that follows a trail flattened by decades of boot steps. Below
them, a half-dozen tour coaches with enormous studded
tires are parked side-by-side at a rudimentary bus terminus
scratched from the moraine bordering the Athabasca Glacier, a long tongue of ice snaking down-valley along Mount
Athabasca’s north flank. Shortly after sunrise, this station
will percolate to life as mechanics and drivers begin their
work-shifts ferrying tourists in the off-road buses to experience their own glacier tour in heated comfort.
Leading the procession of headlamps upward into a frigid
world of snow, rock and ice, Klassen, too, is embarking on a
routine workday. Professionally certified through the Association of Canadian Mountain Guides, he has guided Mount
Athabasca some 30 times since he first climbed it in 1985.
Over the decades, he’s climbed seven different routes on
Athabasca, as well as several neighbouring peaks. An hour
into the ascent, Klassen stops at a baseball-diamond-sized
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snowfield where he and assistant guide Todd
Anthony-Malone help their clients into harnesses and crampons to rope up to ascend the
peak’s north glacier.
“It’s a pretty straightforward day at work up
here—usually. The north glacier of Athabasca
has changed a lot over the years,” Klassen says.
“It’s thinned and receded on the toe and we
have to access it higher than we used to. The
ramp is tilted more and is therefore steeper and
is harder to guide now; there is a higher risk
of avalanche and falling than there used to be.
For me, the glaciers changing has not, and will
not, affect my career significantly, although it
will affect guides who are just starting out now.
Mountain guiding, as I’ve known it, is a dead
profession. A hundred years from now it will
be a completely different game.”

premier guiding areas,” says Dave Stark, director of operations for Yamnuska Mountain
Adventures, based in Canmore, Alberta. “Probably not a week goes by in the summer that we
don’t have a group up there. There’s Athabasca,
Andromeda, Boundary Peak and occasionally
we guide Columbia. Easy access means you can
climb an 11,000-foot peak in eight to 12 hours.
We can have someone who has never done
anything on snow and ice before and on day
three they’re summitting Athabasca.”
Like Klassen and others who have lived and
worked in the area for decades, Stark can’t help
but notice how much the Rockies’ glaciers have
melted and shrunk. On Athabasca, guides are
intimately aware of places where rockfall has
increased, slopes have steepened and sections
that melt to bare ice earlier than in past seasons
render kicking steps more difficult.
“The recession is significant and it’s created
some additional hazards to deal with, but Atha-
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The first people to climb Mount Athabasca
were seasoned British mountaineers Norman
Collie and Herman Woolley,
in 1898. Travelling by horse
Icefield
train from Laggan (now
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known as Lake Louise) with
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mit the following day, the
view far exceeded their wildMount
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“A new world was spread
Andromeda
Edmonton
at our feet: to the westward
stretched a vast ice-field
Athabasca Calgary
probably never before seen by
Glacier
human eye, and surrounded
by entirely unknown, unnamed and unclimbed peaks,” Collie wrote.
basca is still a good mountaineering objective
With 11 of the 54 Canadian Rockies peaks and can be well managed with experienced
higher than 3,353 metres (11,000 feet) in the guides,” Stark says. “It did seem for a long time
immediate vicinity, plus several more just be- you didn’t really notice the recession, but now
yond, the Columbia Icefield area has lured when I’m up there I think, holy smokes, the
climbers ever since. While the cold, wind-raked glacier is so far back now. And thinner. It’s a
landscape attracts only devoted ice climb- fascinating place.”
ers and ski mountaineers in winter, during
He’s not alone with that thought. Glaciers
the summer months it erupts into a bustling grow, they move, they support life, they perhive of tourists, photographers, artists, motor form invaluable functions in nature. Each is
coaches, guided hikers and scientists, as well unique, scarred and imprinted with streams,
as climbers. An hour’s drive from the nearest millwells, crevasses and seracs. They glow blue,
town (Jasper) via the Icefield Parkway that glint frozen silver. They are living entities that
links Banff and Jasper national parks, with two inspire personal connection.
nearby campgrounds and the Icefield DiscovFor Bob Sandford, EPCOR Chair for Waery Centre complete with dining room, caf- ter and Climate Security for United Nations
eteria, public toilets, souvenir shops and ticket University (a global think-tank on water), the
kiosks, North America’s most-visited glacier Athabasca Glacier and the Columbia Icefield
earns this designation. Half a million tourists from which it flows are much more than hispay $80 each ($40 for children) to board the toric landmarks, tourist attractions or climbspecialized Brewster Travel “Snocoaches” every ing objectives. A Canmore resident whose casummer, while thousands enjoy guided hikes reer began as a Parks Canada interpreter four
or climbing adventures and thousands more decades ago, Sandford’s connection to the area
snap photos from their cars.
spawned from a mishap as a young man when
“The Columbia Icefield area is one of our he fell into a crevasse un-roped.
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John Price

The Athabasca Glacier
has attracted climbers
for more than a century.
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John Price

The effects of climate
change are visible on the
Athabasca Glacier today.
What will this view look
like in 50 years?
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Glaciers form as a result of snowfall
accumulating enough to compress the
"Just as the shock and
lower layers under their own weight,
creating glacial ice. Eventually the
wonder were beginning
mass creeps downslope, causing the
to evaporate, just as
ice to crack and split into crevasses
calm was about to
and seracs where it slides over steeper
sections of bedrock. The Columbia
become sheer terror,
Icefield and its six outlet glaciers—the
the strangest thing
Athabasca is largest—were formed
during the Wisconsin Glaciation,
happened. The ice above
when much of what is now Canada
began to glow."
was covered in thick ice from 238,000
to 126,000 BCE. The largest of numerous icefields straddling North America’s Continental Divide, the Columbia Icefield This trend is self-perpetuating; as snow and
peaked around 1800, during the Little Ice Age, ice cover shrink, reflectivity is reduced causing
and has been receding ever since.
absorption of solar radiation to increase and,
In 1985, geologists diligently counted all in turn, increasing temperatures which further
the visible glaciers in Alberta’s Rockies, then reduces snow and ice cover. Scientists firmly
in 2005 compared those numbers with Land- expect that 90 per cent of the ice that exists in
sat satellite survey numbers. Their findings the Rockies today will be gone by 2100.
showed a decrease of 262 square-kilometres,
Rising on the north side of Athabasca Glaor 25 per cent, in just 20 years. In 2005, the cier, the 3,451-metre summit of Mount Snow
Columbia Icefield was, for the first time, ac- Dome sends its meltwater to three oceans—
curately measured at 223 square-kilometres; the Atlantic, via the Saskatchewan Glacier and
the Athabasca Glacier now tapers to a thin ultimately Hudson Bay; the Pacific via the
snout 1.5 kilometres up-valley since Collie’s Columbia River flowing west; and the Arctic
time. It has lost half its original volume and Ocean, via the Mackenzie River, nourished by
is currently melting back 5.5 metres annually. the Athabasca River. Through most of the year
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Paul Zizka has been
photographing the
Athabasca Glacier for
more than 20 years.

glaciers contribute little to Western Canada’s
rivers, but come the hot, dry late-summer
weeks, glacier melt provides 25 per cent of the
flow to rivers including the Bow, which passes
through Calgary en route to Lake Winnipeg.
“The Columbia Icefield and Athabasca Glacier are incredibly important indicators of climate warming,” says John Pomeroy, Canada
Research Chair in Water Resources and Climate
Change, and director for the University of Saskatchewan’s Rockies-based Centre for Hydrology. To learn how the Rockies’ melting glaciers
might affect future water supply for millions
of Canadians—including the crucial grainproducing Prairies—he is one of a number of
researchers working to quantify the impact of
climate warming on water supply and ecosystems. Current rates, he says, are generally accelerated compared to any glacier and snowmelt
rates measured in the past. One recent experiment involved flying a regular kite fitted with a
pocket weather-meter high above the Athabasca Glacier to measure wind speed, temperatures
and other data in an effort to determine how
localized cooling brought about by glacier-generated winds helps to regulate melting.
“Ultimately, all of this helps us to quantify
and predict how water resources and climate
currently function and how they will change in
the Saskatchewan and Athabasca river basins,”

Paul Zizka (2X)

“One moment I was looking at the sunsparkle of splashing water, a moment later I
was in the centre of a waterfall plunging into
complete darkness beneath the ice,” Sandford
recalls. “I kept smashing into boulders and
scraping against the underside of the glacier.
Then, just as the shock and wonder were beginning to evaporate, just as calm was about to
become sheer terror, the strangest thing happened. The ice above began to glow.”
As suddenly as he had been swallowed by
the ice, the flow ejected him back into the sunshine, and the profound experience ignited his
life-long passion for water.
“Working now with the U.N. on matters of
water and climate security globally, it seems
my whole life has come full circle back to the
melting ice of that great icefield and to the
luminous glory of its sub-glacial light,” Sandford says. “Athabasca Glacier is one of the few
places in the world where you can literally get
out of your car and in a few moments, walk
directly back into the Pleistocene, a colder epoch in the Earth’s history when much of North
America was buried beneath two kilometres
of ice. It doesn’t take long, however, to realize
that the Ice Age you are witnessing is coming
to an accelerated end; an end linked in part to
human-caused changes in the composition
of the Earth’s atmosphere. What I experience
now is a deep sense of irredeemable loss. The
world which I came to know and care about is
vanishing right before my very eyes.”

Pomeroy says. “Those rivers are incredibly important to the population, environment and
economy of Western and Northern Canada.”
For glaciologist Mike Demuth, now semi-retired from Natural Resources Canada, recording and analysing the melting of the Columbia
Icefield and its glaciers represents a significant
portion of his life’s work, which began in the
area in the early 1990s. In 2010, in partnership
with Parks Canada, the Geological Survey of
Canada, universities and other researchers, he
ran the first of several annual spring camps at
3,200 metres on the Columbia Icefield. The
team’s first significant discovery was definitive
evidence of substantial high-altitude melting in the middle of winter. Spending several weeks on the ice each spring, sometimes
pinned inside their tents during fierce storms,
his team gained valuable information.
“What indeed was confirmed, in my mind,
was that the icefield had not only contracted
its margins since my early forays onto and
around it, but it had also thinned significantly,”
Demuth says. “Its upper regions, which once
submerged the sub-glacial topography, now
seemed more conformed to the contortions
of the bed—manifesting, for example, endless
horizons as one tours towards the summit of
Mount Kitchener.” As he plans future visits to

the Columbia Icefield and the Athabasca Glacier with his granddaughter, who is now six,
Demuth is preparing for more change. “She
already wonders how different it will be when
she is old enough to accompany me.”
Like most people with long-term connections to the Columbia Icefield area, changing
perspectives also run deep and strong for Peter Lemieux, who has run his guided Ice Walk
tours on the Athabasca Glacier for 31 years.
“It’s been an evolution,” Lemieux says. “At
first you think wow! This is one of the coolest
places on Earth. But over time you see it as not
isolated, and see how connected it is globally.
You realize stuff that happens here affects people all over the continent, particularly with water. You have more of an awareness. There’s value in being in one place for an extended period
of time. You do see the changes. And I do take it
personally. People used to ask, ‘is it hard to tell
it’s melting?’ It’s not hard to tell anymore.”
For photographer Paul Zizka, who first visited the Athabasca Glacier area 20 years ago, the
melting is not just real and happening on a human time scale, it is also a source of inspiration.
“It is, for me, a place that holds unlimited
photographic potential, and so it never ceases
to inspire,” Zizka says. “I find the scale and the
surreal feel of the features there fascinating.

And you can’t beat the access.
“But my feelings are mixed. The photographer in me sees beauty in impermanence. The
Earthling in me feels responsibility for how
fast these changes are happening. Regardless
though, it remains something to document,
and that is what I try to focus on.”
Assessing the persistent cloud cover, increasing winds, intermittent showers and frigid cold, Mark Klassen decides the group won’t
continue toward Athabasca’s summit, but will
head across the glacier to climb neighbouring,
and smaller, Boundary Peak. Decisions based
on acute recognition of changing conditions
are essential to guiding, and also provide Klassen with a teachable moment on the practice
of safe mountain travel. Surveying the high
summits shrouded in clouds and the ancient
glaciers clinging to the slopes, Klassen looks
toward the broad, lower valley between Athabasca and Snow Dome for another teachable
moment.
“The Athabasca Glacier itself has receded
and thinned significantly,” he says. “I often
point these changes out to clients. Climate
change is often hard for us to notice in our
everyday lives. This is a good example of how
things change due to it.”

North America's
busiest glacier
is in peril.
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